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Daily Enrichment should be an important part of your dog’s life. It is a compliment to the physical activity needs and is essential in having a well-rounded, exercised dog. Enrichment comes in many forms and is easy to do. It is practically anything that can get your dog to work using their nose, their eyes, their touch, their brain to figure something out. It can be a simple as tossing treats into the grass and letting them find it to making elaborate feeding stations throughout the house and yard. It also helps them learn while bonding with the whole family through interactive puzzles and games.

Enrichment does not have to be expensive either. There are tons of items and you can use to make toys and puzzles with right in your home. Furthermore, there are many items that are simple to make and can be a great project to involve your kids any day of the week. The following websites and Facebook Pages are great resources to learn more about DIY enrichment:

Website Links:

https://barkpost.com/life/3-dog-toys-you-can-make-from-things-around-the-house/
https://www.pinterest.com/rompingdogs/diy-dog-enrichment/
https://www.rover.com/blog/dog-enrichment-z/
https://www.k9ofmine.com/diy-dog-puzzle-toys/
https://www.puppyleaks.com/canine-enrichment/

Always supervise your dog while playing with toys to ensure they do not ingest the pieces.

Facebook Groups:

Canine enrichment
Canine Enrichment Ideas
Canine Enrichment Center
Training and Enrichment Activities for Dogs
WAGD Canine Enrichment
Canine Brain Games and Enrichment
DIY Enrichment for Dogs
Beyond the Bowl-canine enrichment
Sensory Gardens For Dogs (this is SUPER for those who love to garden!)